temperature measurement is presented in this paper. Two types of polarimetric fiber sensors are used; a Panda fiber and a polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber. The polarimetric strain sensors give the average strain and temperature information, while the fiber Bragg grating sensors give localized strain information. Two applications of the proposed configuration are also demonstrated in this paper. In the composite materials three fiber sensors are used while for other engineering applications a temperature insensitive polarimetric fiber sensor can be used together with an FBG sensor to measure strain and temperature simultaneously.
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have enormous potential for strain and temperature sensing in a large range of applications [1] . However, one of the most significant limitations of FBG strain sensors is their high intrinsic temperature cross-sensitivity and their inability to measure strain and temperature simultaneously. Highly birefringent (HB) polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber based fiber-optic sensors are a new generation of sensors known as polarimetric fiber sensors which utilize polarization (phase) modulation within fibers to sense external perturbations [2] . HB polarimetric sensors can be made temperature insensitive but to measure strain they require a means of setting a zero strain reference. To overcome the limitations of a single FBG sensor many schemes for simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature are reported which are based on either superimposed FBGs, twisted FBGs or long period gratings (LPG) [3, 4] . Hybrid approaches by combining FBGs and LPGs [5] and also an FBG together with an extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer sensor [6] have also been reported.
In this letter we propose a new method for simultaneous average and localized strain and temperature measurement by using a hybrid approach which involves FBG sensors and highly birefringent polarimetric fiber sensors. We present a hybrid fiber sensing system by combining three types of fiber sensors; a high-* E-mail: ginu.rajan@dit.ie birefringence Panda fiber, a polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber (PM-PCF) sensor and FBG sensors. The disadvantage of each sensor type can be overcome by using the sensors in a complementary manner to measure temperature independent average strain, temperature and localized strain. A hybrid sensing system for point measurements working in the intensity domain is also demonstrated in the paper, which can be used for a wide range of engineering applications.
The PM fibers used in the system are Panda fiber (FL-PM-PF15-04) and PM-PCF (PM 1550-01) both utilized in a polarimetric sensing configuration. The schematic of a general hybrid sensing configuration is shown in Fig 1. A symmetric deformation effect in a single-mode fiber influences the propagation constant (β) of every mode because of the changes in fiber length (L) and the effect of stress on the refractive indices of the core and the cladding, which leads to changes in the phase difference between both polarizations of the fundamental mode LP 01 [2] . In the case of a Panda fiber, both strain and temperature changes lead to a phase difference between the polarizations of the fundamental mode, while in the case of a PM-PCF the phase difference originates only from longitudinal strain and is insensitive to temperature [7] . Thus by comparing the outputs of polarimetric sensors, average strain and temperature can be obtained simultaneously. In many applications it is important to measure localized strain and temperature. This can be facilitated by using multiple fiber Bragg grating sensors. However, a FBG gives combined strain and temperature information as the wavelength shift in a FBG is sensitive to both strain and temperature. But the influence of temperature can be eliminated by using the temperature information obtained from polarimetric sensors, assuming the temperature is the same across the sample. The average strain in the sample can also be measured by taking the average of localized strain and by eliminating the influence of temperature using the information provided by polarimetric sensors. Finally, the proposed hybrid sensor system has the advantage of increased reliability as strain and temperature can be obtained even in the event of failure of one of the sensor types. One of the main applications of the proposed configuration is to monitor strain and temperature inside composite materials. To check the feasibility of implementing such a configuration in composite materials and for a preliminary analysis, a sample has been prepared with all the three types of fiber sensors embedded inside the composite structure. The fabricated composite material sample was 210 mm long, 25 mm wide and 3.8 mm thick. The fabrication process of the composite material sample is shown in Fig. 2 . All three types of fiber sensors are embedded in the same layer of the composite material. It is assumed that embedding optical fibers does not modify the material properties of composite structures. However, more research in this direction is currently underway. The strain sensitivity and phase change of the polarimetric sensors are measured using a PAT9000B polarimeter. A laser source with a wavelength of 1550 nm is used as the input source. To introduce strain in the composite material sample, the sample is bent by applying force in the middle region of the sample as shown in Fig. 3 . The average strain experienced by the sample is calculated analytically [8] . The measured phase change for both the Panda fiber and PM-PCF is shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that the strain sensitivity of the PM-PCF is lower than that of the Panda fiber. However, due to the temperature insensitive nature of the PM-PCF, by comparing its results with that of the Panda fiber, temperature information can also be obtained, if the system is properly calibrated. To obtain localized strain information, multiple FBGs should be used. In the preliminary analysis we have presented only the data from one of the FBGs with a length of 8 mm and peak reflected wavelength of 1550 nm, which was placed in the middle of the sample. The wavelength shift due to the applied strain is measured using an optical spectrum analyzer and is shown in Fig. 5 . The measured wavelength shift includes the influence of ambient temperature which can be eliminated by obtaining temperature information from polarimetric sensors. From the results shown here, we have demonstrated the feasibility of using a hybrid sensing approach for reliable strain measurement unaffected by temperature.
To further underpin the concept of a hybrid sensing system, a point sensor for engineering applications is also demonstrated. In this case the hybrid sensor operates in the intensity domain by converting the polarization and the wavelength information from a photonic crystal fiber sensor and an FBG sensor, respectively, into an intensity variation. The schematic of the configuration is shown in Fig. 6 .
The PM-PCF used was a buffer stripped PM-1550-01 which was 13 cm long. The polarized output of the PM-PCF was observed at a wavelength of 1550 nm with the use of a wavelength drop filter. The ends of the PM-PCF were spliced to a standard single mode fiber (SMF28) by using a conventional fusion splicer and the splice loss for both ends was approximately 4 dB. A polarizer and an analyzer at the input and output were used to obtain the strain and temperature induced change in the state of polarization. The peak wavelength of the FBG used was 1560 nm. A fiber circulator was used to direct the reflected signal from the FBG to the edge filter. The edge filter used to convert the strain and temperature induced wavelength variation from the FBG into intensity changes was a macro-bend fiber based edge filter [9] . Two photodiodes were used to measure the intensity variation. The strain response slope of the intensity spectra of both the FBG sensor and the polarimetric sensor are equalized by adjusting the slope of the edge filter. An edge filter with a slope of 0.25 dB/nm converts the wavelength information from the FBG sensor, whose peak wavelength is at 1560 nm and produces the same intensity variation as that of the polarimetric sensor at 1550 nm at constant temperature (20 0 C). Fig. 7 shows the intensity variation for both sensors when step changes in strain are applied. The strain step of 192 µε was limited by the resolution of the translation stage used to apply strain. From the figure it is clear that for both sensor systems the intensity variation is linear and also has the same magnitude. To measure the temperature response, the sensors are attached to a Peltier cooler which is controlled by a temperature controller. The temperature of the sensors is varied from 20 0 C to 70 0 C at intervals of 5 0 C and the intensity outputs of both sensors are monitored. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . From the figure it is clear that the PM-PCF based polarimetric sensor is insensitive to temperature. Thus by configuring both sensor systems together as a hybrid sensor both strain and temperature can be measured simultaneously. The PM-PCF polarimetric sensor provides strain information and from the difference between the change in the output intensity of the PM-PCF sensor and the FBG sensor, temperature information can be obtained. In this letter a hybrid sensor is proposed and demonstrated by combining polarimetric sensors and FBG sensors. Two types of polarimetric fiber sensors are used; a strain and temperature sensitive Panda fiber and a temperature insensitive PM-PCF to measure the average temperature independent strain. For localized strain measurements, FBGs can be utilized and temperature influence can be eliminated by comparing the results with those of the polarimetric fiber sensors. Two sample applications of the hybrid sensing systems are also demonstrated; one for structural monitoring in composite materials where three fiber types are used and the other as a point sensor for engineering applications where localized strain information is required by utilising two fiber sensors and an intensity domain interrogation system. The proposed hybrid configuration can be effectively used to measure strain and temperature more reliably and can be implemented in a wide range of sensing applications.
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